Vocabulary List 6B - English 9

Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - \textit{am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been}. Your sentence must show that you know the definition of the word in the proper context and 100\% grammatically correct.

\textit{SCRIB / SCRIPT}: write

11. ascribe: v.

\textit{MONO}: one

12. monochromatic: adj.

13. monotony: n.

14. monologue: n.

15. monogamy: n.

16. monopoly: n.

\textit{SYN / SYM}: same

17. symmetry: n.

18. sympathy: n.

19. synchronize: v.

20. synonym:
Definitions

A. a prolonged talk by one person
B. a word that has the same meaning as another word
C. balanced arrangement in size and shape
D. exclusive ownership or control by one party
E. marriage to one person (at a time)
F. of one color
G. sameness of feeling
H. sameness to the point of boredom
I. to make happen at the same time
J. to think of as belonging to (as a characteristic)